G4S Canine
Security Services
The UK's leading security services company
providing a full range of canine protection
and detection services

The UK’s leading
canine security experts

G4S Canine Security
Services employs some of
the UK’s most
experienced, intelligent
and flexible dog/handler
teams

Why use a G4S dog / handler team?
G4S offers a canine security service and training provision, giving you peace of mind,
upholding your reputation and providing a full range of canine protection and detection
services.
G4S Canine Security Services employs some of the UK’s most experienced, intelligent
and flexible dog/handler teams. Our teams not only meet the British Standards, but
pride themselves on proven aptitude, appearance, and above all managing themselves
and their dogs in the most testing situations.

One of our committed general purpose patrol dog/handler
teams can provide greater flexibility than two uniformed
security officers, has a greater ability to detect
trespassers,
is a proven deterrent and protective measure, and is a
cost-effective resource.
Explosives, narcotics and human detection dogs are now
being deployed extensively throughout the UK and
worldwide, where a cost-effective, flexible and highly
reliable indicator of contraband is required.
With the aim of continually improving our service, G4S
are even training dogs to detect other items such as
banknotes and mobile phones.
Our canine management team, are a dedicated resource
and have experience in training and deploying dogs for
a range of customers including several government
research programmes.

Why G4S?
Our teams are par t of a much
larger business, with experience
in delivering a range of security
solutions, therefore canine
services would be a small but
essential part of your overall
security strategy.

Protecting your business
G4S trains and deploys dog/handler teams to meet your business requirements, whether
that’s protecting a handler from intruders, guarding premises, searching persons entering
your building, or examining your high-risk areas for hidden explosives.

General purpose ('GP') patrol dogs
G4S deploys GP dog/handler teams on an ad-hoc and permanent basis if you:
 Have a specific risk of damage or theft and need an effective deterrent
 Require protection for employees working and commuting in high risk areas
 Wish to deploy a security officer to a situat1o n that may carry high personal risk
 Depend on early detection of trespassers or other unauthorized or secreted persons
 Require added deterrents for protection of metal deposits and cabling
All G4S patrol dog/handler teams are trained
and assessed to BS 851 7- I:2009 Code of
Practice for the use of general purpose security
dogs as a minimum.
The health and welfare of our dogs determines
there performance, therefore our train1ng
team carry out a series of checks prior to and
during employment.

These Include:
- Dog ability, welfare, health & temperament
checks
- Operational state of canine vehicle and
equipment portfolio checks
- Handler's knowledge of kennel husbandry and
care.

Narcotics detection dogs
G4S trains and deploys narcotics detection dog/handler teams for:
 The passive screening of people entering a location
 Searching a domestic or bus1ness address for drugs
 Scrutiny of vehicles and cargo passing through checkpoints
 Searching of visitors and areas within UK prisons
All G4S narcotics detection dog/handler teams
are trained and assessed to BS 85 17-2:20 I 0
Code of Practice for the use of detection dogs.
G4S have a license to possess all main
controlled narcotic substances, therefore the
teams are equipped to detect a wide spectrum
of 'street' drugs.

Furthermore, to ensure we keep up to date
with developments in narcotic substances, new
substance trends are continuously
disseminated and added to the training regime.

Explosive detection dogs
G4S trains and deploys explosive detection dogs to:




Carry out a building or area search
Search vehicles entering a location
Passively search visitors to your location.
G4S have licences to possess a range of live explosives
for training and assessment purposes that correspond to
intelligence- based knowledge of the constituents of IEDs
within UK and Western Europe.

G4S have traned over 30 explosive detection dog handler
teams providing full time employment, G4S trains its dog
handler teams utilising a wide range of explosives which
includes all those substances on the Centre for Protection
of National Infrastructure (CPNI) mandated list of
explosives.

A high quality training team
Our canine trainers insist on the highest standards. All
dog/handler teams, regardless of background, prior
experience and qualifications, must meet the specific
criteria, which exceeds the British Standards.
The G4S training team have many years of operational
deployment and training experience in the British Army
and other institutions, complemented by industry
recognised teaching qualifications and corporate
experience. G4S use a number of diverse and live
environments locally and nationwide to provide realistic
training situations such as, populated venues, transport
hubs and rough terrain. This accustoms the dog to the
types of environments they will be entering in to.

Our National Training Centre is based just outside of
London, on the Luton Hoo Estate. Handlers are provided
with theoretical and practical training sessions and we
also offer bespoke courses such as:
- Additional live substance recognition and indication
training
- Training on other scent and item recognition, such as
mobile phones, cash and weapons
- Specialist pre-deployment training for canine teams
who will operate internationally.

Why G4S?
G4S have licenses to possess a
range of explosive substances for
training and assessment purposes
that correspond to intelligencebased knowledge of the
constituents of IED within the UK
and Western Europe.

Our extensive operational capability
G4S trains and deploys dog/handler teams specialising in specific operational tasks.
Dogs are run through rigorous training regimes to ensure they always meet the highest
standards for these mission critical tasks,

Events and venues
Owing to the increasing international terrorist threat
levels, the risk to populated events, whether highprofile or not, has never been greater.
Building on our extensive event security experience, G4S
Canine Security Services deploys general purpose,
narcotics and explosive search dogs to a number of
prestigious venues around the UK, each time tailoring the
service to the customer’s requirements.
Whether the requirement is for general purpose
dog/handler team to patrol the perimeter of a sporting
venue, a proactive area search for explosives at a
conference, or a passive drugs search for entrants to a
music concert, we can offer the solution and assist you
quickly.

Protecting your business and
employees
Businesses have always been a prime target for
crime and in difficult economic times, the threat is
greater still.
A patrol dog/handler team is an effective deterrent to
unwanted trespassers, and with the presence of a dog a
G4S security handler can investigate suspicious activity,
noises or signs of forced entry with an assured degree of
protection.
In a situation where an effective patrol s carried out by
two security officers for health and safety reasons, the
dog/ handler team can be more cost effective, and have
greater operational use.

Transport & borders
The use of canine detection is now being more frequently
relied upon to secure transport vessels and hubs from the
threat of explosives.
Similar threats also exist in the form of smuggled drugs,
or secreted migrants. Our handlers are rained to
recognise the appearance of IEDS (improvised explosive
devices) and have attained Department for Transport
qualifications such as Cargo Level D and Aircraft Search.

Custody & immigration
G4S employ a number of active and passive narcotics
search dog/handler teams throughout their managed
prisons.
The training for these handlers is intense and on-going,
and requires them to undertake the additional training as
Prison Custody Offices which requires re-licencing.
G4S also provide detection services to assist with
immigration screening, providing a safe and reliable
stowaway detection service for all types of vehicles
including HGV lorries, boats and ships. The dog handler
teams are specifically trained in human detection
providing a cost effective and reliable resource.
G4S is licenced by the National Offender Management
Service (NOMS) to provide initial and on-going training to
both dog and handlers for deployment in UK prisons.

Why G4S?
Handlers are employed by G4S,
therefore you have the peace of
mind they are SIA-licensed,
vetted, assessed, trained and
rewarded to our high standards.

Cargo Searching
G4S has developed a number of canine services with the
explosive searching of cargo consignments specifically
in mind. These include:






FREDDs (Free Running Explosive Detection Dogs): dogs
trained to survey pallets of cargo in a methodical manner as
instructed and led by the handler, for the detection of minute
quantities of explosive, or larger bomb constituents that may
have well been well wrapped and concealed;
Conveyer Belt Searching: for those customers whose
requirements are for the rapid scanning of smaller conveyor
belt based cargo, G4S have selected and trained dogs with
this specific purpose in mind, who will also undertake a wide
area search of entire warehouse complexes between
conveyer belt consignments;
REST (Remote Explosive Scent Tracing): G4S can offer a
fully-managed REST service for this approved method of
secondary search, and offer bespoke pricing, operational and
reporting mechanisms to customer wishing to stabilise their
costs and engage a service which best meets their needs.

Public Sector Partnership
G4S have partnered with one major Metropolitan City
Council to offer a rapid response General Purpose dog team,
to assist with the customer’s efforts to accompany agents
when called to deal with reported issues and/or break ins at
council maintained buildings and domestic residences.
In addition, that city’s Police force now regularly utilises G4S
to provide passive and active narcotics detection dogs on
planned operations on public transport, and in social venues.
A G4S dog/handler team were recently praised in the local
newspaper after a random search in a club led to police
discovering a ‘£100,000 cannabis factory’ at the suspect’s
house.

Professional Services
Professional assessment and advice can be given too a
customer intending to set up a domestic or international
canine team in all aspects of the project, such as:













Sourcing and transporting of appropriate dogs
Kenneling and animal husbandry
Training courses and necessary materials
Handler selection and attritubutes
Provision of full management service for established
kennels – G4S is able to provide a full management
service for you kennels helping you manage your
resources more effectively, achieve operational
efficiencies and goals and increase profits..
Control of dangerous dogs – G4S is able to provide
emergency response dog handler teams to control
dangerous dogs. This may be useful for: Utility Service business wishing to gain
access to private properties
 Loose out of control dogs
Provision of safe accountable kennelling for
confiscated dangerous dogs
Patrol dog response teams – G4S can provide
around the clock dog handler teams in response to
non emergency calls. This includes:
 Tracking and detection
 Security patrol services
Drug dog handlers for prisons and prison training
purposes

Why G4S?
G4S are now the largest private
canine security service in the
UK.
















Cash management solutions
Risk management and consultancy
Care and justice services
Event security solutions
Transport services
Security systems and technology
Manned security services
Ordnance management
Utility services
Investigative services
Facilities management
Training
Specialist training
Gurkha Services / Policing Solutions

For further information
please visit:
www.uk.g4s.com/canineservices
or call our sales team on
0800 085 9899

